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Abstract 

We present a simple criterion which allows to determine if a cavity or its auxiliaries present the risk of 
having multipacting - and at which field level - without nutncrical elcctron tracking but simply from 
the knowledge of the magnetic field and the electric gradients at the cavity surfacc. 

The use of these data avoids long scarches with specially dcsigt~ed tracking programs thus gives an 
easy to handle means to find possible dangers. Also one gets an idca if a small modification can avoid 
multipacting, difficult to judge from tracking results. I~urthcrmorc - as it is intcndcd - one can link 
those data to a tracking program which scans automatically the whole cavity surface for these 
conditions. This gives hints where to look at which field level, thus dccrcasing Iargcly thc probability to 
overlook a possible levcl. Also one can cstimatc fields and gct hints in complicated 3D designs 
(couplers, ...) normally asking for long 3r) field program runs. 

In the present paper we derive thc general theoretical basis hut rcstrict thc data to the case of one 
point multipacting on (rattier) flat surfaces, needing only the knowlcdgc of the tnagnetic field RZ,, and 
the electric surface gradient dEx/ay. It is intcndcd to cotnplctc this data collection by the cases of 
stronger curvature, two point multipacting aroutid an clcctric ficld zero and in cdgcs. 

l )  CEKN, EF - Division, Geneva, Switzerland 
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1. Introduction 

Many RF cavities are plagued by multipacting and this situation is cspccially dangerous in supercon- 
ducting cavities since it leads often to a quench. 'T'here have bccri several studies for multipacting [l] 
[2] C33 [4] [S] using computer programs to track electrons in the cavity RF ficld and to search for 
multipacting tracks. A11 these studies were done for a particular cavity gcornctry and a new cavity de- 
sign asks always for a new study. Also such a study has to be vcry thorough to get an acceptable con- 
fidence level since it is never a mathematical proof if one does not find any level. 

The basic idea of the present paper is to attack the problem from thc opposite direction, thus not 
to design a cavity, calculate its fields and search for multipacting but to establish a (complete) catalog 
of all possible field configurations having multipacting of a prcdefincd type (sce later) and then take 
any cavity one likes, calculate or estimate its surface fields and look into this catalog, which is much 
easier for the user once the cdalog exists. 

Evidently the program sketched above is much too ambitious to be realized exactly since 'all' field 
configurations cannot be catalogued and statistical quantities as starting energies are involved. Ilow- 
ever, multipacting is a rather local situation as shown with the tracking programs, thus we can reduce 
'all' field configurations to a rather limited nurnber of paramctcrs allowing to establish a catalog of 
reasonable size and thus to approach sufficiently close the targct dcscribcd above. 

In the present paper we present a first step of this designed program, the one point rnultipacting 
levels for rather flat surfaces. It is intended to completc the catalog in a first step for more curved sur- 
faces. In a second step also two point multipacting as observed in [h] [S] - whcre the electrons 
move in a half-integer cycle over an electric zero crossing - can he trcatcd. ITinally two point mul- 
tipacting in angles could be catalogued. 

It is not necessary to read the following theoretical part to r~se the data, onc can i~nnrcdiatcly con- 
tinue with the chapter 'Practical Application', all information shoalcl tw self explaining without reading 
the intermediate chapters. 

2. Treatment of the Problem 

We know the field map in the supposed multipacting area closc to thc surfacc and this map is defined 
only inside the cavity volume. For reasons of thc practical treattncnt of thc problem we assume that 
we have also extended continuously this map outsidc the rcnl cavity in a small volume around the 
supposed location. Multipacting can be defincd in this contcxt by n triplc condition: 

Neglecting the cavity walls there has to cxist a track, solution of the cquation of motion in the 
local RI; field (extended even outside the rcal cavity volurnc) starting and ending at the same 
point with a timc of flight of an intcgcr nutnbcr of 111; oscillations (called 'mathematical' 
track) 
This track has not to hurt the physical cavity surfacc hcforc thc supposcd impact at the start- 
ing location ('physical' track). 'I'his condition is of course not literally fulfilled when treating 
two point multipacting but in this case we look for two half tracks cntling at the initial start 
location where those half tracks do not hurt the surfare hcforc the supposed impact. 
The impact energy has to bc in a rangc where the aver:tgr multiplication factor for electrons is 
higher than unit (multipacting track). Of coursc, this last condition is rather vague since it de- 
pends strongly on the statc and cleanliness of thc surface. 'I'hcrcfore we do not consider this 
condition directly in our catalog but we will give the impact cnergy of the electrons ancl it is 
up to the user to decide for his cavity material and surfacc clc:uiliness if he is safe - despite 
the existence of a 'physical' track - or not. 
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2.1 The Global Equation of Motion and its Normalizntion 

Multipacting tracks have always rather low kinetic electron encrgies so that one can neglect all relativ- 
istic effects. The equation of motion of an electron in the harmonic RI: ficld is then given by 

where r represents the vector (x,y,z) and B(r),T;,(r) the general field map. We can normalue this equa- 
tion in measuring time in RF  phase 6, and distances in units of the inverse wave vector 11271 = elm, re- 
placing r by the normalized variable p thus 

( 2 4  df/& = w . 8 / 8 4  for any function f 

yielding the normalized equation of motion 

where ' means derivative with respect to 4. 

From this equation one sees directly a - well known - fact: If one finds a 'physical' multipact- 
ing track in a cavity of frequency fo at a certain field 13acc,0 one will find a similar track in any scaled 
cavity where Eacc is scaled with the same factor as the frequencies, thus a cavity with fl = ~ * f ,  at 
Eacc,l = CL.Eacc,o for any scaling factor p. 

For our purpose we can draw an even more important conclusion. Since multipacting is deter- 
mined by a rather local field configuration we have not necessarily to compare scaled cavities but we 
have only to compare scaled local situations of globally perhaps complctcly different cavities. Therefore 
we can eliminate the parameter 'frequency' from our catalog in using 'normalized fields' i.e. we usc 

and (for later use) electric field gradients resp. velocities are expressed as 

( 4 4  v = a rp t  = c ap/a+ (i.e. in units of the velocity o f  light) 

yielding the normalized equation of motion 

where the parameter frequency does not appear any more, thus the catalog is rcduccd by one parame- 
ter. 

2.2 The Local Equation of Allotion 

'The multipacting tracks have always a small extension with respect to the cavity size, thus we can as- 
sume that the cavity surface is sufficiently flat in this range and that the fields can be developed locally. 
Of course with this assumption we exclude possible multipacting situations where electrons might 
move over an edge of the cavity, which has to be looked for separately. We dcfine the dart of the 
(possible) multipacting track to p = 0 and develop the electromagnetic forces to first order. Since the 
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electric field represents a zero order force and thc magnetic ficld alrcady a first order force, we use the 
constant value D(0) and express B in first order. 

We choose the coordinates in the following way: n(0) dcfincs the z - axis, the x-axis is perpen- 
dicular to the cavity surface at the start location and thc y-axis along the cavity surface such that x,y 
and z form a right handed coordinate system. Due to the bouticiary conditions and the kinematics we 
have only three essential field components, D,, 13, and F with I'y(0) = 0 and the problem has only 2 
dimensions in this way, thus r =  (x,y) respectively p = ( 3 ~ ) .  l'hcrefon: we have five parameters: the 
magnetic field and four electric gradients in (x,y). 

'These gradients can be obtained from a ficld calculation program but generally not immediately 
from the printed output. IIowever, we shall express these gradients by casily obtainable quantities as 
the surface fields B, and the curvature radii of the cavity surface. 

nc tents Maxwell's equations in the vacuum give two constraints for thc gr 1' 

(x,y,z usual spatial coordinates), thus due to (6) the quantity dl:y/ilx can bc expressed by the mag- 
netic field and the directly obtainable gradient of the surfacc elcctr~c ficld dl'x/d)r. if we are not at a 
zero crossing of the perpendicular clcctric field (a case only uscd for thc two po~nt  multipacting, thus 
excluded here) the electric field can bc approximated as coaxial, thus if WC havc a cavity surface curva- 
ture radius R= in the (x,z) plane we can write in first ordcr 

Similarly we obtain aE,/az = Exl,,/Rxy and thus from (6b) 

Due to the definition of axis the clcctron will stay in the (x,y) plnnc nntl thus thc dircct confribution o f  
dEZ/az=Bxlo/Rxy is irrelevant for the equation of motion. In normalized form - transformation 
(4c) - we can wnte 

(XIY normalized coordinates) introducing thc grsdicnt paramctcrs nx,  m y  and /l. 1)cfining finally the 
2x2 matrices 

(8a) 

and the 

(8b) 

B 

vector 

E 0  

allows to write finally the local normalized equation of motion 

( 9 4  p" = Becos(+) p' + A*sin(+) p + co.sin(4) 
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2.3 'Solution' of the Differential Equation 

Equation (9a) is an inhomogeneous linear differential equation of second order with periodic coeffi- 
cients. Such an equation can be transformed to an equation of first order by 

using the 4 - vector q = (p ,p') with the 4x4 matrix M(4) and the 4 - vector p defined by 

Already the one dimensional case - linked to Mathieu functions - yields infinite scrics with cocfli- 
cients defined by a continued fraction, thus there is no hope to find a simply structured explicit solu- 
tion. Therefore the straight forward integration by the computer was used to solve the equation of 
motion. However, despite this discouraging fact one can get several conclusions from the structure of 
the differential equation. 

First, we see that E, is the inhomogeneous driving term, thus if we find a (one point) multipacting 
track for a given E,, there exists an infinity of scaled tracks for all other c, > 0, sitnply the impact ener- 
gy changes. Therefore the value of E, is not cssential to determine a 'physical' track and can thus be 
excluded from the catalogue's necessary parametcrs, leaving only 4 csscntial parameters, ax, a , /l and 
y .  (E, is in fact considered later in determining the impact energy!) 'Iqlicrdore we have to cstahish the 
possible relations between a,, ay, /l and y to obtain a 'physical' multipncting track. 

Further information can be got from the structure of equation (9a). In using any regular constant 
2x2 matrix S, the second order equation (9a) can be rewritten for a diffcrctit function p* = Sp 

(10) Sp" = SBS-'*cos(4) Sp' + SAS-l*sin(~$) Sp + Sc,-sin(+) 

Since p = (0,O) at the start and at the end of the track, thc new futiction = Sp has the same property, 
thus will also be a closed track. IIowever, not each transformation matrix S leads to a situation of real 
physics again since the matrices A* = SAS-' and R* = SBS-' and thc vector E,* = SE, have to have a 
structure as defined in (8). This restricts to only four matrices S: S, = I (2x2 identity), S, = - I, S, = Q 
and S, = - Q with 

We have to pay attention to get the correct phase definition, the accclcrating surface field E, has 
to be defined positively fixing all signs of the othcr components. If we would invert all field compo- 
nents we would obtain another 'tnathctnatical' track, hut this track would 'go off into the wall' imme- 
diately, thus would be no 'physical' track. 

Evidently the new tracks p, and p, would 'go off to thc ncgative X-direction thus be only 
mathematical tracks. However, p, is a track whcre the X-con~poncnt is the same as for the original 
one but y is inverted and of course the impact energies are equal. ('l'his is also physically evident: the 
magnetic field and the transversal electric field are inverted, thus all transversal acceleration changes its 
sign) The new matrices A* and D* contain the new paramctcrs ax* = ax, ay* = ay, P* = -P and 
* = - y . Thus we can conclude: 
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If ( + a,, + ay! + p, + y) defines a multipacting track ( + a,, + ay, - p, - y) defines the mirror 
image track with the same impact energy. Thus we can rcstrict the catalog to values p r o ,  the 
cases B < 0 can be found in inverting y and using IpI. 

2.4 The Determination of 'Physical' Tracks 

Without entering into details, the method used is the following: 

The central part is a routine which tracks elcctrons in the locally parametrized R F  field but with- 
out considering possible cavity walls. The tracking is done for a prcdcfincd number of (integer!) RF 
cycles and the distance of the endpoint of this track to the starting point is the quantity so which will 
be made to zero - if possible - in modifying the local field parameters. Oncc such a 'mathematical' 
track is determined, the track is checked for a precocious impact on thc rcal cavity walls before the as- 
sumed end point of the track. If this is the case, this track is eliminated from the catalog, otherwise it is 
recorded. 

To include the field gradients a, we fix the ratios a,,y//? independent of the actual field in the 
cavity (this is possible since p =  0 l e a g  to y = 0 as closed track with zcm impact energy, thus we can 
always assume P#O). Then we choose a value /? (or y) and have to find - if it exists - the corre- 
sponding y (or 8)  for a closed track. 

There is another parameter not mentioned up till now, the starting RI; phase 4,, thus one has to 
vary also 4, for each y (p) under test. Unfortunately there exist local minima of the distancc S, with 
respect to 4, and /? which are not the absolute minima. l'hcrcfore thc scarching procedure for so = O 
might get trapped in such a local minimum and get thc wrong conclusion, that no closed track exists. 
Therefore two different methods are used to determine the minimum of this distance. One method 
checks for any tested y all phase anglcs 4, from 0 to 180° (contracting the interval around the found 
absolute minimum) and one is surc, that this is really the absolutc minimum. 'I'hcn a slight.1~ diffcrent 
p (y) is tested - again all phase angles 4, arc checked - and thc rcsult comparcd with the previous 
test. If we get trapped in this way in a local minimum with so > 0 one can hc sure that this is also the 
absolute niinimum and that there docs not exist any c l m l  track hctwrrn the starting point in y for this 
examination and the local minimum found! If we find a minimum with so smaller a preset small limit 
we have (very probably) determined a closed track. 

To confirm this result the second method starts working, using a linear approximation which 
converges very quickly (generally so < 10-l5 in RI3AI2*8) in a small rangc to the precise zero value - 
if it exists. Then we will modify P (and with it aXly) - or y - by a small amount. Generally starting 
from the last values the linear method - which is much fastcr than the global method -- finds the 
next minimum for a slightly modificd condition easily and wc continue in this way. All tracks arc 
checked of course for a precocious impact bcforc bcing taken into the catalog. It is possible that WC 

exhaust this way the whole range of /? given to examine, in this cnsc a ticw run is startcd to continue at 
the old endpoint in P. 

At some moment we will amve at a point where the linear tnetliod runs into trouble (or there is a 
precocious impact). 'This might be due to a very non linear hchavior of the tracks in this region and 
one cannot conclude immediately that there arc no closcd tracks any tnorc. 'To confirm the hypothe- 
sis, the (very CPU time consuming) global test is donc arid if it fails also, thc fact is established! If we 
do not find a closed track in this way, we can bc srtre that it docs rcally not exist. 

This method is done for diffcrcnt numbcr of RF cycles and thc rcsults presented as graphs in the 
(y,P) plane, parametrized by a*, ay. 
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2.5 The Starting and Impact Energy 

Electrons knocked free by the impact of another electron do not start with zero energy but have a cer- 
tain starting energy U of a few eV. This energy corresponds to a starting velocity which can change 
trajectories in some cases by a not completely negligible amount. 'Therefore we have taken also this 
starting energy into consideration in assuming that the starting velocity is perpendicular to the surface. 
This is evidently not exactly the case, one could construct a 'double' closed track where the starting 
velocity is once slightly to the left once slightly to the right but the probability that things fit becomes 
lower the more statistical quantities have to match. Therefore WC usc the statistical average - per- 
pendicular emission - and can be sure that the real spread due to the angular distribution is small. 

If we have a closed track, we can double the driving electric field RXp and the starting velocity, 
getting the same scaled track again. Thus we have to express the starting velocity in relation to the 
electric field Exl0~ expressed by the normalized quantity rO. Evidently the electric field has to remain the 
dominant force, If the starting velocity becomes dominant, the fluctuations will become so large that 
no multipacting is possible any more. On the other hand multipacting tracks are always small com- 
pared to the wave length, thus c, is less than say 10-2 (corresponding e.g. to a surface field of 320 
kV/m at 3 GHz or 37 kV/m at 350 MIIz). The normalized starting vclocity - expressed in units of c 
- has to be even smaller than c0 not to become dominant. If we use e.g. 2 eV, a value where data fit- 
ted well with experimental findings C61 the normalized starting velocity is about 3*10-3, thus starting 
energies much higher are not compatible with multipacting any more. 'I'hereforc WC will produce data 
for starting energies between 0 and 20 eV corresponding to normalized vclocitics of up to 9.10-3, thus 

up to about 1 - a value already very improbable for real multipacting. 

The program will give at the end for each track the impact vclocity normalized to the initial elcc- 
tric field, since both are proportional as shown above. 'Ihercforc the 'impact velocity' qi obeys also 
relation (12) and in inverting it one can determine the actual impact encrgy IJi 

3. Practical Application 

In this paper we have developed the theoretical basis for the gcncral mcthod which will be exhausted 
in future. Actually we restrict the practical application to cases of one point multipacting on not too 
much curved surfaces such that aX and ay can be considered to hc zcro, i.e. 

3.1 Representation of the data 

The basic data for one point multipacting on (rather) flat surfaces arc pairs of normalized field quanti- 
ties (Ply) resulting in closed tracks with a time of flight of an intcgcr RP cycle. 'I'o avoid that the uscr 
has to scan the catalog for all different field levels expressed by ITacc, the presentation is done in using 
fvst only ratios of parameters which will tell if there is somewhcre a closcd track. In a second step the 
precise value of Eacc will be determined. 

If one rises Eacc from zero on, the normalized magnetic field y and the normalized gradient P will 
move along a straight line - starting at the origin - in the plane and evidently where this line 
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hits such a graph, we will have a closed track. Thus the next step would be to fix for the user's cavity 
at any field level one point (y,,P,) in this plot and draw the straight line through this point and the 
origin. If this line does not cross any of the graphs in the plot, thcre will be no multipacting, if it 
crosses somewhere, there exists a 'physical' track and the value of y* (or p*) of this crossing defines 
the field level. Once these data established one has to look into the numerical tables to determine the 
impact energy. 

3.2 The User Guide Recipe 

Choose any reference field level Eacc (e.g. 1 MV/m). 1;or the surface point to be examined 
determine the magnetic field R, the surface field E,, the gradient aEx/ay on the surface at this 
reference field level. The polarity is defined such that 17, pointing insiclc the cavity is positive 
(defming the x-axis), and Eox, D, and the axis y along the cavity surface have to be a right 
handed system! 

These quantities are easily obtainable with a pocket calculator (if one does not want to usc a program 
checking the whole surface automatically) from the printout of E and I1 on the surface of e.g. 
URMEL [7] or SUPERFISH [8.] 

Transform these quantities with the cavity resonance frequency f into normalized parameters 
using 

If p, is negative, invert the sign of y, and use lPol 

In this case the two tracks (po,yo) and (-po,- y,) are mutual mirror images with respect to E, having 
the same impact energy, thus are in our context completely equivalent. 

In the plot draw the straight line through origin and (Po,yo). If this line does not cross a 
graph, there is no closed track for any field level. If it crosses any graph, then there exist a 
closed track and the field level corresponds to y* resp. p* of the crossing point. The type of 
multipacting is given by the crossed graph. 
Calculate the real surface field E?,,, at the field level tletcrmiried above. 'There cxist several 
'parallel' curves for different starting energies. Assumc a reasonable value - e.g. 2 eV - ancl 
determine the normaliied starting velocity per E, with 

If the found crossing concerns a graph corresponding the calculated v,, the closed track with 
reasonable starting energy exists. 
Take the numerical tables and look up the normalized impact velocity pcr E,, q, for the given 
conditions at the field level determined above. 1)eterminc the real impact energy using 

It is up to the user now to judge if this impact energy allows multipacting in his case of cavity 
material and surface cleanness 
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3.3 An Example 

Let us assume a cavity at 0.5 GI-Iz having at a nominal field of 1 MV/m (at a flat location to be ex- 
amined) an electric surface field (E,) of 50 kV/tn, along the surface the electric field has a gradient 
(aEx/ay) of 5.5 MV/m2 and a magnetic field (R,) of 30 G (be careful with signs!) Using relations (1 5) 
we obtain the normalized fields and gradients 

If we carry this point (P,y) into the graph (see figure 3) and draw the straight line connecting this point 
with the origin we see that this line crosses the graphs of first order multipacting, e.g. the graph of 
V,/&,, = 0.1 at about P = 0.255 and y = 0.437. 

Since 8 = 0.0981 ( y  = 0.1682) correspond to 1 MV/m, we have to scale the original values by a 
factor 2.6 to obtain the crossing values, thus the condition for a physical closed track is given at 2.6 
MV/m. The surface field at 2.6 MV/m is 2.6*50kV/m = I30 kV/m and the normalized starting veloc- 
ity corresponds to (equation (16b)) 1.5 eV, a physically reasonable value. 

If we look now in the numerical table of 1 RF cycle and vitn /co = 0.1 we find for P = 0.255 for 
the normalized impact velocity a value of about 3.5 which can he tansformed (equation (16b)) to an 
impact energy of 1.8 keV, a value where multipacting should be possible. 

Therefore we have demonstrated that the examined location has a high probability to have multi- 
pacting at a nominal field level of 2.6 MV/m. Since the straight line crosses also graphs for other 
starting energies which are also not out of range, we can even estimate thc width of the band around 
2.6 MV/m in which multipacting is probable: 

4. Numerical Table (including Impact Energy) 

1 RF cycles vstleps, = 0. 
P Y 4 0 

1.0000B - 02 3.973561 58E - 01 + 6.97952230E + 01 
5.00008 - 02 4.73948999E - 01 + 4.9735368313 + 0 1 
1.0000E - 01 4.84859904E - 01 + 3.583638798+ 01 
1.5000E-01 4.77812061E-01 + 2.57198231E+ 01 
2.0000E - 0 1 4.64664988E - 0 1 + 1.75099435B + 0 l 
2.5000E - 0 1 4.49408995E - 0 1 + 1.0472376 1 I2 + 0 1 
3.0000E - 0 1 4.34039713E - 0 l + 4.225983848 + 00 
3.4000E - 01 4.22530512E - 01 + 3.581420368 - 01 

+ 

l RF cycles vstleps, = 0.1 
P Y 40 Vim Ice 

1.0000E-02 4.13401376E-01 +7.236951571!+01 7 . 8 ~ 5 ~ - 0 1  
1.00000- 01 4.84565803B- 01 + 3.8 17448868 + 01 2.34313 + 00 
2.0000E - 0 l 4.565673248 - 0 l + 2.0067 14328 + 0 1 3.23 111 + 00 
3.0000E - 01 4.1 71528580 - 01 + 7.14807553B + 00 3.881 17 + 00 
4.0000E - 01 3.79290956E - 0 1 - 3.334970350 + 00 4.40511 + 00 
5.0000E - 0 1 3.48646477E - 0 l - 1.24325798E + 0 l 4.82713 + 00 
6.0000E - 01 3.29260443E - 0 I - 2.06689339B + 0 1 5.13213 + 00 
7.0000E - 01 3.255084710 - 01 - 2.83829608B + 01 5.28417 + 00 

1 RF  cycles vstleps, = 0.2 
P Y 4 o Vim /c, 

I.OOO0E-02 4.294482288-01 +7.45143972E+Ol 8.167E-01 
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5. Figure captions 

Figure 1: Plot of multipacting graphs in the (Ply) plane. The uppcr curves correspond to 1 RF cycle, 
the topmost to a starting energy equivalent of O., followed by 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5. (The tilted line 
crossing those curves indicates the points where the starting phase becomes negative, thus the electrons 
are thrown against a decelerating electric field at the beginning and survive long enough to see accelcr- 
ating phases again, thus the conditions are tight and those closcd tracks are probably very unstable in 
real nature). The curves for 2 and 3 RF cycles for 0 starting energy are indicated left, a positive start- 
ing energy destroys the possibility for a closed orbit for the highcr ordcrs. 

Figure 2 : Example of a closed track for 1 RF cycle 

Figure 3: Example of a determined multipacting level: 'l'he point 'X' marks the relation of ( y $ )  at a 
certain point of the cavity surface for a given reference field. 'l'lic points '+ ' on the graphs define 
where multipacting is possible for a given starting energy, dcpcnding on thc graph. 
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